When an upper
middle class
woman discovers
she is adopted she is
shocked to find out...

She comes from a
drag racing family
in the outer suburbs.

Synopsis
Upper Middle Bogan is a new eight-part comedy series
which tells the story of two families living at opposite
ends of the freeway.

Heading up a drag racing team in the outer suburbs,
Wayne and Julie are thrilled to be reunited with the
daughter they thought they had lost.

Sensing she was different her whole life, Bess Denyar
(Annie Maynard), a doctor with a highbrow mother,
Margaret (Robyn Nevin), an architect husband, Danny
(Patrick Brammall) and twin 13 year olds at a private
school, finds out she is adopted and is stunned. Even
more so when she meets her birth parents, Wayne
(Glenn Robbins) and Julie Wheeler (Robyn Malcolm).

Bess is keen to get to know her new family, however
fitting in doesn’t always come easily. Her sister is a
tough nut to crack and there are misunderstandings
aplenty. Navigating their way through the unknown is
a challenge for all of these very entertaining individuals.

If that’s not enough to digest, Bess also discovers she
has siblings, Amber (Michala Banas), Kayne (Rhys
Mitchell) and Brianna (Madeleine Jevic).

A Gristmill Production for ABC TV. Executive Producers
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Executive Producer Debbie Lee.
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One
		

I’m A Swan

THURSDAY 15 AUGUST 8.30PM ABC1
When Bess Denyar, a successful doctor with an
architect husband, an overbearing mother and
twin 13 year olds at a private school, finds out
she is adopted, she is stunned. The surprises
continue when she is reunited with her birth
parents. Wayne and Julie Wheeler, parents
also to Amber, Kayne and Brianna, head up
a drag racing team in the outer suburbs and
are shocked and thrilled to discover the
daughter they thought they had lost.		
					
		 			
Directed by Wayne Hope

Two

Forefathers, Two Mothers

THURSDAY 22 AUGUST 8.30PM ABC1
Still struggling with the news she is adopted, Bess
is angry with Margaret for lying to her for all these
years and refuses to speak to her. Instead, she
concentrates on getting to know her real parents,
Wayne and Julie, who, eager to make up for lost
time, are keen to reciprocate. Everyone tries
hard to get along in the hope they will feel
like one big family. However, when there’s
a misunderstanding over picking up a
bill, it seems that being one big happy
family may take longer than everyone
hoped. 					

Directed by Wayne Hope

Three

Your Roots are Showing

THURSDAY 29 AUGUST 8.30PM ABC1
When Wayne and Julie give Bess a ‘Hot Lap’ – a ride
in a V8 Supercar – to make up for all the birthdays
they’ve missed, Bess is astounded to discover
she is a natural behind the wheel of a fast car.
Convinced she is actually a ‘Wheeler’, Bess
sets about making herself as much like the
rest of the Wheeler family as she can. Amber
Wheeler is determined to let Bess know she
is NOT a Wheeler and never will be, and
despite Bess insisting she is, when she’s
really challenged, she doesn’t know who
she is or where she belongs. 		
			
					
Directed by Wayne Hope

Four

Picture Perfect

THURSDAY 5 SEPTEMBER 8.30PM ABC1
Bess arranges a lunch for her two mothers, Margaret
and Julie, which ends in disaster when Julie, unaware
of Bess’s allergies, puts peanuts in the meal and Bess
goes into anaphylactic shock. Julie is upset, and
is convinced that if she and Wayne had raised
Bess she wouldn’t be allergic at all. Julie feels
terrible for giving Bess up for adoption and, in
an attempt to change the past, photoshops
an image of Bess as a child into an old family
photo of the Wheeler children and presents
it as a gift. When Margaret discovers the
photoshopped picture she is furious and
she and Julie fight. It’s up to Bess to tell
both women they are, in fact, both her
mothers and no one can change the
past, they can only share the future.
					
				
				
Directed by Tony Martin

Five

No Angel

THURSDAY 12 SEPTEMBER 8.30PM ABC1
Danny is devastated when daughter Edwina wants to
quit the bassoon. Danny loves playing the bassoon
with his little girl. He doesn’t know that since the
kids in Edwina’s private school orchestra found out
about her newly discovered extended family, they
have relentlessly bullied her. Edwina can’t talk to
Danny about it, but she can talk to her cousin,
Shawn, who understands. While Bess is thrilled
her two families are coming together, when
Danny finds out that Shawn and Edwina
have skipped school and gone dirt bike
riding, he freaks out, jumping to all sorts
of wrong conclusions. Danny is mortified
when he realises what is really going on
and is ashamed he’s acted like a snob.
Thankfully, Edwina makes everything
alright by inviting all the Wheelers
to her music concert, where she
plays the bassoon… in a way no
one expects.		
				
Directed by Wayne Hope

Six

Behind You!

THURSDAY 19 SEPTEMBER 8.30PM ABC1
After backing into another car, Wayne is forced to
take a driving test because of his glass eye. Although
he insists he can still drive perfectly, Julie can see
he’s been struggling. When he fails the reverse
park component of his test, Wayne is crushed.
Losing his licence is worse than losing his eye,
especially too, as it happens at a time when
he feels his family doesn’t need him any
more. So when Bess asks him to help her
with a bullying surgeon at work, he jumps
at the chance. Bess is thrilled that Wayne
has come to her rescue, unaware she
has also come to his. And when Bess
notices Wayne’s driving dilemma is
only a reversing issue and is able
to fix the problem, Wayne regains
not only his licence but also his
self-respect.			
				
				
Directed by Tony Martin

Seven

Don’t Over Think It

THURSDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 8.30PM ABC1
Bess is cross with Margaret for not taking her
diabetes seriously and refusing to exercise, so when
Brianna becomes a qualified fitness instructor she
sees an opportunity to help both her adoptive
mother and her older sister. Margaret reluctantly
agrees to train with Brianna but, truthfully,
only because she thinks it will make Bess
jealous. Bess, so unaccustomed to having
Margaret’s attention anywhere but on her,
feels threatened when Brianna gets close
to her adoptive mother. Brianna is upset
when she discovers what Margaret
has been up to, but Margaret insists
that it isn’t true… any more. She likes
Brianna and really can talk to her.
Margaret finds herself talking to
Brianna about her past in a way
she has never done before.
				
		
Directed by Tony Martin

Eight

Nationals

THURSDAY 3 OCTOBER 8.30PM ABC1
Bess, Danny, Margaret and the kids arrive at a dingy
motel for the drag racing championships. Danny is
cross because Bess has cancelled their anniversary
weekend away to attend, but Bess really wants to
support team Wheeler. So much so, that when the
engine blows up in the dragster and the Wheelers
can’t afford a second engine, Bess foots the bill
after hearing Amber say they couldn’t lose the
race. But when the dragster fails to start in
the grand final, team Wheeler does lose, and
Bess loses her money. She’s furious with
Amber, Danny’s furious with Bess, and
– unexpectedly – Wayne and Julie are
furious with her too. They didn’t want
her money; they already feel like they
owe her too much. Misunderstanding
their anger, Bess severs ties with
the Wheelers, until Wayne and
Julie prove to her how she will
always be part of their lives.

Directed by Wayne Hope

Bess

Margaret

Bess Denyar

Margaret Denyar

A happily married, successful and wealthy doctor, Bess is also,
ironically, a hypochondriac.

A rich and idle widow who overcompensated being an adoptive
mother by controlling her child’s every move and now by fussily
invading her married life.

Bess always has the feeling something is wrong with her, a feeling
that makes perfect sense when she discovers she’s adopted.
At the best of times Bess can be obsessive, but now, as she
straddles her Upper Middle and Bogan worlds, it’s only her innate
Wheeler optimism that stops her from becoming completely
unhinged.

Annie Maynard
After completing a drama degree at Flinders University, Annie
auditioned for and was accepted into the National Institute of
Dramatic Art.
In 2011 Annie played opposite Asher Keddie in Paper Giants: The
Birth of Cleo and starred as The Ghost Killer in Spirited Series
II alongside Claudia Karvan. Annie also had a guest role on the
popular television series All Saints.
Recently Annie has worked on the ABC series A Moody Christmas
and has an ongoing guest spot in Puberty Blues.
Annie’s theatre credits include Orestes 2.0 for Cry Havoc, A
Midsummer Night’s Dream for Sydney Symphony Orchestra,
Stoning Mary for Griffin Theatre, The Bind for Darlinghurst Theatre
Company and The Yellow Dress which was directed by Lee Lewis
and part of the Sydney Theatre Company’s Young Playwright of
the Year Awards.

Margaret resents the Wheelers with gusto, both as Bess’ biological
parents and as people. However if she wants to keep her
relationship with her daughter, she is going to have to get used
to them.

Robyn Nevin
Robyn Nevin has been an actress for more than fifty years,
appearing in many of Australia’s most important films and
telemovies including The Eye of the Storm, The Castle, Careful He
Might Hear You, The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith, Caddie, Emerald
City and the Matrix films. She also appeared in several seasons
of Halifax and most recently in Jane Campion’s Top of the Lake.
Robyn also starred in Water Under the Bridge.
An award-winning director and producer for stage and
screen, Robyn has played leading roles in major theatre
companies here and abroad. She has been Artistic Director of the
Queensland Theatre Company and of Sydney Theatre Company.
Memorable plays include A Streetcar Named Desire, A Cheery
Soul, Masterclass, Women of Troy, The Year of Magical Thinking,
and most recently in Neighbourhood Watch, Summer of the
Seventeenth Doll, Long Day’s Journey into Night and Queen Lear.
Robyn’s awards for Best Actress include the Helpmann, Sydney
Critics Circle, Green Room, a Keating Fellowship for contribution
to the arts, the Sydney Myer Performing Arts award, and a Sammy
and a Logie for Water Under the Bridge.

Wayne

Julie

Wayne Wheeler

Julie Wheeler

A generous, genial grandfather and father, Wayne Wheeler is the
original source of all the Wheeler optimism.
Having lost his eye in an accident, he happily lets his wife sit in the
driver’s seat – literally – of the top fuel dragster. A little bit clumsy
with words and easily distracted, Wayne is not always the best
disciplinarian, but his humour and affection mean he is adored by his
family… and subsequently Bess.

Tough, pragmatic and a legend – having won the top fuel drag racing
national championships three times – Julie is the matriarch of the
Wheeler clan. She is completely family focused; nothing is more
important to her, which is why she is ecstatic when Bess reappears
in their lives.
Julie is loving, in a no-nonsense kind of way, and tries hard to
understand Bess’s often very complicated approach to simple things.

Glenn Robbins

Robyn Malcolm

Glenn Robbins started performing in 1981. As a stand-up comedian, he
enjoyed performing at popular comedy venues in Melbourne and Sydney.
Audiences warmed to his naturally dry sense of humour and style.

A critically acclaimed New Zealand actor, Robyn Malcolm has
numerous film, television and theatre credits to her name. Robyn
is loved for her portrayal of the feisty Cheryl West in the television
series Outrageous Fortune, which has garnered multiple awards over
six seasons.

In television Glenn became well known as a performer/writer for a
number of top rating comedy sketch shows including: The Comedy
Company, Fast Forward, Full Frontal and Jimeoin.
Glenn appeared on The Panel and also created the outback adventure
parody All Aussie Adventures with Russell Coight, series 1 and 2. In the
very popular Thank God You’re Here series, Glenn had the dual role
of creative consultant as well as performing in a couple of episodes.
In 2001, Glenn played the role of Pete Morrison in the Australian
feature film, Lantana. This AFI award-winning film was both a local
and international success.
Glenn appeared as Kel Knight, in the AFI award-winning comedy
series Kath & Kim. Due to its enormous success it garnered
international recognition, particularly in Britain and USA, and a Kath
& Kim telemovie was produced in 2006. Last year the feature film,
Kath and Kimderella was released.

Robyn’s other television credits include ABC TV’s highly acclaimed
Rake (Series 1 & 2), New Zealand’s long-running drama Shortland
Street, Mercy Peak, and Serial Killers for which she won a New
Zealand Screen Directors Guild Best Actress award, and as Clare in
the TV series of the same name. She also appeared in Jane Campion’s
drama series Top of the Lake and is currently working in the lead role
on a comedy series, Agent Anna.
Robyn has a solid and remarkable list of film credits. She appeared
in Lord of the Rings: Two Towers directed by Peter Jackson and also
worked with him in The Lovely Bones. Other film credits include
Burning Man, The Hopes and Dreams of Gazza Snell, Boogeyman,
Ted and Sylvia and Perfect Strangers. Robyn’s most recent Australian
feature, Drift, was released earlier this year.
In theatre, Robyn has performed in more than forty-five plays, most
recently drawing widespread critical acclaim in the title role in the
Auckland Theatre Company’s production of Mary Stuart.

Amber

Brianna

Amber Wheeler

Brianna Wheeler

Amber is smart, feisty and the brains of team Wheeler. Finding
herself with a baby while still at school, she was forced to learn
responsibility early and quickly became a successful working
mother.

The baby of the Wheeler family, Brianna loves the glitz and
glamour of top fuel drag racing.

Although she complains about managing the family’s accounts
and business affairs, Amber in fact relishes her role as the eldest
Wheeler child. So when she discovers that she has an older sister,
she is threatened – even more so when she finds out she has a
smart and successful older sister – and is in no hurry to let Bess
into her life.

The self-proclaimed ‘face of Wheeler racing’, Brianna is the ideal
person to do front of house because she’s just so bubbly and
gorgeous.
Brianna is beyond excited to discover she has a newly-found big
sister and doesn’t think twice about embracing Bess and the
Brights.

Michala Banas

Madeleine Jevic

Moving to Australia in 1988, Michala Banas is best known as
Marissa Taylor in the much loved series Always Greener.

A recent graduate of the full time professional acting course at
16th Street Actors Studio in Melbourne, Madeleine also trained at
the renowned Los Angeles Academy, Young Actors Space.

Michala’s other credits include roles in the Warner Brothers
film Scooby Doo and television series including McLeod’s
Daughters, Ned, Neighbours, Winners and Losers and most
recently she portrayed Todd Russell’s wife Carolyn in the
telemovie Beaconsfield.
Along with several stints in radio, Michala was a presenter on
morning television talk show The Circle.
In 2010, Michala was honoured with the Helpmann award
for Best Lead Female in a Musical for her portrayal of two
naughty puppets in her stage debut Avenue Q.

Prior to this she completed a three-year acting course at Ann
Peters School of Acting in her hometown of Adelaide.
Madeleine has recently been cast in the lead role for South
Australian short film Welcome to Australia directed by Ash
Starkey.

Kayne

Shawn

Kayne Wheeler

Shawn Wheeler

Uncannily like Oscar Bright, Kayne sports a shock of Wheeler red
hair and marches to the beat of his own drum, which is also in
very irregular time.

Amber’s 14-year-old son Shawn obstinately refuses to take sides
in the battle between his separated parents.

Kayne is funny, and sees the funny – and the upside in everything…
he is a gifted mechanic but can’t step into the driver’s seat
because he suffers panic attacks when he does.
Kayne thinks having an unexpected extended family is awesome
– just like Oscar.

Rhys Mitchell
With Upper Middle Bogan his television debut, Rhys has written,
directed, produced and acted in short films and recently
completed an Honours degree in Film and Television at Swinburne
University.
Pursuing his artistic talents, he designed the art work for Kimbra’s
album Vows, and as a musician himself, was a founding member
of two Melbourne-based bands Mouth Tooth and Red Berry
Plums.

Shawn is smart and cool like Amber, and although he wishes
Amber and his dad would get back together, he is very happy to
be living back with the Wheelers, whom he adores.

Dougie Baldwin
Currently still in high school, Dougie is undertaking Year Eleven
drama and is in the process of writing and performing both an
ensemble piece and a solo performance.
A keen performer, Dougie was a student of the Helen O’Grady
Drama Academy from the ages of nine to fourteen, during which
time he performed in various plays.
Upper Middle Bogan is Dougie’s professional debut and he is
currently filming Nowhere Boys for ABC3.

Danny

Edwina

Danny Bright

Edwina Bright

A great husband to Bess, terrific father and a big believer in
wearing underpants around the house, Danny is funny, laidback
and open-minded, until the Wheelers encroach on his architect’s
aesthetic and his intolerance unexpectedly shows up.

Smart, diligent and fastidious, Edwina is an outstanding student
and all-round achiever.

Danny’s secret tendency is to be a bit lazy and selfish, so he
can’t help resenting his new drag racing in-laws intrusion on his
accustomed lifestyle.

Mature beyond her 13 years, she is nevertheless horrified to learn
she is related to people like the Wheelers. Time will tell if Edwina’s
decent and compassionate nature will be enough to allow her to
accept her new family.

Patrick Brammall

Lara Robinson

Best known to ABC audiences for his role as Sean in A Moody
Christmas, Patrick Brammall has also appeared in the ABC1
comedy series, The Librarians, At Home with Julia, Lowdown
and in the multiplatform comedy series, The Strange Calls
for ABC2. Other television credits include Rush, All Saints,
East West 101, Canal Road, Home and Away, The Alice and
the sketch comedy pilot, Some Say Love for UKTV. In 2010,
he portrayed Kim Beazley in the Australian telemovie, Hawke.
In 2011, Patrick made his feature film debut in Leon Ford’s
critically acclaimed Griff the Invisible opposite Ryan Kwanten,
which screened at the Toronto and Berlin International Film
Festivals.

At 14 years of age, Lara Robinson has an impressive list of
credits to her name and has emerged as one of Australia’s most
promising young actors.

Patrick has also performed in numerous short films and stage
productions including Moonlight and Magnolias, Clybourne
Park, The Importance of Being Earnest, Peter Evans’s The
Ugly One by Marius von Mayenburg, and Jennifer Flowers’
Apologia, all for the Melbourne Theatre Company. He has
also starred in As You Like It, The Comedy Of Errors and Just
Macbeth! for Bell Shakespeare Compan. He also appeared on
stage in Death of a Salesman for Belvoir Street Theatre.

In 2009 Lara worked on the thriller Knowing, directed by Alex
Proyas. Working opposite Nicolas Cage and Rose Byrne, Lara
played both Byrne’s daughter Abby, as well as her mother Lucinda
in flashback scenes. Other film work includes The Long Weekend
opposite Claudia Karvan.
In 2011 Lara played Young Rose in the acclaimed adaptation of
the Tim Winton novel cloudstreet opposite a stellar cast. It is for
this role that Lara has been honoured with a Best Young Actor
Award at the 2012 AACTAs (AFIs), as well as a nomination for Best
Supporting Actress in a Television Drama and an ASTRA award
for Best New Talent. Lara’s other television work to date includes
lead guests roles in City Homicide, The Elephant Princess, Saved
and Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, as well as a recurring role in
Winners and Losers.
Lara is a talented young singer and musician with advanced skills
in both piano and clarinet, and is training in jazz, ballet and tap.

Oscar
Oscar Bright
Oscar is Edwina’s twin, but no one believes it. Sporting a
shock of Wheeler red hair, he marches to the beat of his own
drum, which is in very irregular time.
Oscar is funny, and sees the funny – and the upside – in
everything. He not only immediately embraces the Wheeler
family but wants to be part of it.

Harrison Feldman
Having featured as the prankee in the series premiere of Prank
Patrol Season 3, Harrison also featured in the short film Carrot
by director Tom Salisbury.
Although relatively new to television, Harrison has been a
keen performer since 2005, winning First Prize at numerous
speech and drama eisteddfods.

Production Credits
ROBYN BUTLER
CREATOR/ PRODUCER

Stupid Stupid Man, for which he won an ASTRA award for
Most Outstanding Performance by an Actor.

One half of production company Gristmill, Robyn Butler is an
actor, writer and producer based in Melbourne.

Gristmill’s ABC1 series Very Small Business, which Wayne
co-wrote and produced, received a TV Week Silver Logie
nomination for Most Outstanding Comedy Program and an
AFI award nomination for Best Television Comedy Series.
Wayne’s performance as Don Angel also earned him an AFI
nomination for Best Performance in a Television Comedy.

A highly regarded comic performer, Robyn’s film credits
include BoyTown and Crackerjack.
From 2004 to 2006 Robyn co-hosted the radio program
ToughLove on Triple M with Mick Molloy.
Robyn has appeared in numerous television productions,
among them, Talkin’ ‘Bout Your Generation, Thank God You’re
Here, Welcher & Welcher, but most recently has carved
out her own piece of the comedy landscape as Frances
O’Brien in The Librarians, which earned her back to back AFI
nominations and an Actors Equity award.
In 2008 Robyn co-wrote and produced the hilarious comedy,
Very Small Business, for ABC1. Alongside Upper Middle
Bogan, Robyn has been developing a new children’s series for
ABC3. She is about to commence production on Gristmill’s
comedy feature film, NOW ADD HONEY, which she has
written and in which she will also star.

WAYNE HOPE
CREATOR/Producer/ DIRECTOR
Wayne Hope is an actor, writer, director and producer at
Gristmill, the production company he founded with Robyn
Butler.
Wayne’s comedy career spans two decades, beginning with
the unforgettable role of Wayne Kerrigan in The Castle to most
recently co-writing and directing his multi AFI-nominated
Best Comedy Series The Librarians. Wayne’s impressive list
of acting credits includes Boytown, The Micallef Program and

Wayne is busily working through the Gristmill slate, producing
a new comedy for ABC3 in 2014. He is currently directing and
producing the feature film, NOW ADD HONEY.

